ABSTRACT In order to improve the optimization effect of dynamic multiobjective problems (DMOPs), this paper proposes dynamic multiobjective squirrel search algorithm based on decomposition with evolutionary direction prediction and bidirectional memory populations (DMOISSA/D-P&M). To enhance the adaptability of the changing environments, DMOISSA/D-P&M assigns every individual a modification vector, a positive memory population, and a reverse memory population, all of them are updated in real-time with evolution. The modification vector is used to predict the evolutionary direction and the memory populations are used to retain the evolutionary information in historical environments. The predicted evolutionary direction and the memory individuals take part in the optimizing process in the new environment, which improves the convergence speed. To enhance the optimizing ability in every transient environment, DMOISSA/D-P&M designs two searching strategies for Squirrel Search Algorithm (SSA), the improved SSA satisfies different requirements of the multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition (MOEA/D) at different evolutionary stages, which improves the convergence and the distribution of the obtained Pareto front in each transient environment. The experimental results on test functions of DMOPs show that DMOISSA/D-P&M has much better convergence, better distribution, and greater capabilities on coping with environmental changes compared with other dynamic multiobjective optimization algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the acceleration of global informatization process, scholars in various information fields try to make new breakthroughs based on the existing research results, such as wireless communication [1] - [3] , wireless location [4] - [6] , intelligent information processing [7] - [9] and so on. As a branch of intelligent information processing, evolutionary computation has attracted the attention of scholars and used into practical optimization problems, the applications have excellent performances on static optimization problems [10] , [11] but the optimal results of dynamic problems
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The Dynamic Multiobjective Problems (DMOPs) have more than one objective to be optimized and the objectives change with time. The minimizing DMOPs can be described as (1) : min F(x, t) = {f 1 (x, t), f 2 (x, t), . . . , f m (x, t)} \x ∈ X n (1) x is the decision vector, f is the objective changing with time, m is the total number of objectives, F is the objective vector corresponding to time. x * is the Pareto optimal solution if its corresponding target vector f * (x * , t) cannot be dominated by any other target vector. All the Pareto optimal solutions constitute the Pareto Optimal Set (POS) and denote the POS at time t as PS (t) * , all the objective target vectors corresponding to POS constitute the Pareto Optimal Front (POF) and denote the POF at time t as PF (t) * [14] .
In each transient environment that t remains unchanged, DMOPs are considered as static multiobjective optimization problems, in other words, the essence of solving the DMOPs is getting the PF * of every transient environment. The limited time for each transient environment requires high timeliness of optimizing DMOPs, it is almost impossible to meet that requirement if the similarity of the environments is ignored. Therefore, the scholars have proposed several strategies such as maintaining the population diversity, prediction mechanism, memory mechanism and parallel evolution, the methods take the environmental similarity into account to respond to the changing environments, however, it is still hard for the dynamic multiobjective optimization algorithms to track PF * quickly because of the slow convergence speed of the core evolutionary strategies, besides, the unreasonable use of historical evolutionary information has negative effect of DMOPs when the environment changes. In order to adapt to the environmental changes of DMOPs and obtain the PF * of each transient environment as quickly as possible, this paper proposes Dynamic Multiobjective Squirrel Search Algorithm based on Decomposition with Evolutionary Direction Prediction and Bidirectional Memory Populations (DMOISSA/D-P&M), the mainly innovations include: (i) except for detecting the environmental changes, the evolutionary directions in the new environments are predicted according to the evolutionary information, which makes the evolution more directional in the new environments. The proposed algorithm can adapt to the environmental changes more quickly and has higher efficiency on solving DMOPs, (ii) assign two memory populations Ey and Ex for each individual in the population, which retains not only the excellent individuals in historical environments but also the individuals that have a great influence on the historical evolution process. The bidirectional memory populations enable the proposed algorithm to cope with severer environmental changes, (iii) take the Squirrel Search Algorithm (SSA) [15] with better optimization performances as the core evolutionary strategy, design the jumping search method and the progressive search method for SSA and the specific updating strategies are determined by the predicted evolutionary direction and the memory individuals, which makes the individuals respond to the environmental changes more targeted and satisfy the different requirements of MOEA/D at different evolutionary stages. The proposed algorithm can obtain PF * s with better convergence and distribution at every transient environment. According to the experimental results of the proposed algorithm and the other dynamic multiobjective optimization algorithms on DMOPs test functions, the proposed algorithm has much better convergence, better distribution and greater capabilities on coping with environmental changes.
The remaining sections are arranged as follows: Section 2 reviews the dynamic processing strategies, the original MOEA/D and the basic SSA. Section 3 introduces evolutionary direction prediction, the bidirectional memory populations and the improved SSA. The experimental results and analysis are reported in Section 4. The last two parts are the conclusion and references.
II. INTRODUCTION OF RELATED THEORIES A. DYNAMIC PROCESSING STRATEGIES
Dynamic processing strategies response to the environmental changes by utilizing the historical evolutionary information, the classical strategies are as follows:
1) MAINTAINING THE POPULATION DIVERSITY
Deb et al. proposed the Dynamic Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (DNSGA-II), parts of individuals are mutated or re-initialized at every iteration. The population diversity can be supplemented in time whether the environment changes or not, but the complicated NSGA-II has poor solving efficiency, too many mutated or re-initialized individuals will slow down the convergence speed, the population diversity cannot be proved if the changed individuals are not enough [16] . Therefore, the scholars try to detect the environment and supplement the population diversity after the environment changes. Wu et al. proposed a Directed Search Strategy for Evolutionary Dynamic Multiobjective Optimization (DSS), if the environment changes, re-initialize the population by the prediction information generated by the moving direction of PS * , search along the direction orthogonal to the PS * , insert excellent individuals at every iteration. DSS only uses the previous environmental information, the exploration of the historical environment is not enough although the convergence speed has improved in a way [17] .
2) PREDICTION MECHANISM
Different environments of DMOPs have certain relevance and sometimes the environmental changes are not irregular. The historical evolutionary information can be consulted in the new environment even though it is not suitable for the new problem. Therefore, the prediction mechanism predicts the individuals' location in the new environment according to the evolutionary information in historical environments. Liu et al. proposes an orthogonal predictive model-based dynamic multiobjective optimization algorithm (OPMOEAD), which combines orthogonal predictive model and the MOEA/D, OPMOEAD detects environmental changes by fitness values' changing degree and generates offspring by orthogonal matrix after environmental changes. MOEA/D with higher efficiency improves the convergence speed in a way, but the offspring generated by orthogonal predictive model are only the reorganization of the previous environmental evolutionary information, which causes OPMOEAD unable to respond to environmental change in a targeted way [18] . Liu et al. proposed a Dynamic Evolutionary Multiobjective Optimization Algorithm Based on Decomposition and Adaptive Diversity Introduction (dMOEA/D-DI), the fitness values' average linear error between parents and offspring is used to predict the location of individuals in the new environment, the predicted results are deeply impacted by the average linear error because it is used in every step during prediction [19] . Diao et al. proposed Dynamic multiobjective gravitational searching algorithm based on decomposition (MDMOA/D), MDMOA/D predicts individuals' location by a hybrid forecasting model which combines horizontal and vertical forecasting together. The accuracy of prediction has some improvements, but a certain iteration will be needed to predict the shape of PF * if the environment changes, which is not fit for rapidly changing environment [20] . The multidirectional prediction approach proposed by Rong et al. selects representative individuals according to the severity of environmental changes and predicts the solutions by the calculated parameters, however, the accuracy of prediction is greatly affected by parameters [21] .
3) MEMORY MECHANISM
Considering the adjacent environments have similarities, that is, the similar objective functions have the similar solutions. Therefore, excellent individuals in historical environments may also be suitable for the problems in new environments. Memory mechanism retains the historical excellent individuals, the retained individuals participate in the evolution process directly or indirectly to guide the search in the new environment. Shang et al. proposed an Immune Clonal Algorithm for Dynamic Multiobjective Optimization (ICADMO), the final antibody population of the former environment is taken as the initial population of the next environment. ICADMO retains all the optimal solutions of the previous environment and has short-term memory effect. The memory ability is limited because only the excellent solutions of the previous environment are retained, ICADMO is nearly invalid when there is a large difference between the adjacent environments [22] . Chen et al. proposed a Stable Matching-Based Selection and Memory Enhanced MOEA/D for Evolutionary Dynamic Multiobjective Optimization (dMOEA/D-STM), dMOEA/D-STM selects representational solutions as memory individuals to reinitialize the population after environmental changes, but it is very complicated to calculate the aggregation degree of each subproblem on every solution and the preference value of each solution on every subproblem, which slows down the convergence speed [23] . Sahmoud et al. proposed a Memory-Based NSGA-II Algorithm for Dynamic Multiobjective Optimization Problems (MNSGA-II), MNSGA-II retains the excellent individuals in the memory population and updates the memory population by the search population in a certain frequency. But the search population will be reinitialized if the environment changes, the individuals provided by the search population for the memory population may not converge to a certain extent, and the optimization effect is not stable enough [24] .
4) PARALLEL EVOLUTION
Due to the high timeliness of DMOPs, scholars decompose the population and the subpopulations evolve parallelly to improve the optimizing efficiency. Cámara et al. used Parallel Single Front Genetic Algorithm (PSFGA) to solve DMOPs, the subpopulations' evolutionary information is merged and managed in a certain frequency, but the management and the frequency have great impact on the optimization results [25] . Liu et al. proposed a coevolutionary technique based on multi swarm particle swarm optimization for dynamic multiobjective optimization (CMPSODMO), the number of particle swarms is determined by the number of objective functions, each subpopulation optimizes one objective function and PS * are retained after non-dominated sorting. The optimizing efficiency has a certain improvement but the essence of CMPSODMO is just using NSGA-II in dynamic environments [26] . Xu et al. proposed environment sensitivity based cooperative coevolutionary algorithm, which divides the decision variables into two subcomponents and two populations optimize the two subcomponents cooperatively, besides, differential prediction and Cauchy mutation are used to response the environmental changes, the proposed algorithm has better performances on DMOPs with two objectives but performances on DMOPs with three objectives are still needed to improve [27] . Gong et al. used the environment sensitivity-based cooperative coevolutionary algorithm into dynamic interval multiobjective optimization problems, track PF * based on the change intensity and random mutation strategy, however, two subpopulations consume many computing resources when one subcomponent is weakly impacted by the changing interval parameters [28] .
It can be seen from the introduction above that: (i) in most cases of solving DMOPs, environmental changes are perceived by dynamic processing strategies and the static multiobjective problems in transient environments are optimized by Fast Elitist Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [29] and the Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm based on Decomposition (MOEA/D) [30] . Compared with classical NSGA-II which optimizes static multiobjective problems by dominance relations and crowding distances, MOEA/D decomposes the multiobjective problems into a series subproblems by weight vectors and needs less computation. Therefore, MOEA/D is easier to satisfy the high timeliness of DMOPs, (ii) different dynamic processing technologies are suitable for different environmental changes. Combining different dynamic processing technologies is also an effective way to solve DMOP, which has better performance on solving DMOPs compared with using either of them alone, (iii) taking evolutionary algorithms with better performances as the core evolutionary strategy is also an effective method to improve the optimization effect of DMOPs as well. Reference [20] takes Gravitational Searching Algorithm (GSA) as the core evolutionary strategy and improves the solving efficiency in a way.
B. THE ORGINAL MOEA/D
MOEA/D is proposed in 2007 and has better solving efficiency on solving multiobjective optimization problems, the new multiobjective optimization algorithms based on VOLUME 7, 2019 decomposition has better performances on multiobjective optimization problems such as adaptive region adjustment in [31] , adaptive replacement strategies in [32] and decomposition based archiving approach in [33] . MOEA/D decomposes the static multiobjective problems into N subproblems by N uniformly distributed weight vectors and Tchebycheff Approach, the weight vector is shown in (2) and the subproblem is shown in (3).
In each iteration, each subproblem is solved by genetic operation with individuals corresponding to its nearest T subproblems, and the offspring y can replace all the individuals in the neighborhood which satisfy g te (y λ j , z * ) ≤ g te (x j λ j , z * ), y will be abandoned if it fails to replace any individual [34] .
C. THE STANDARD SSA
Section I analyzes that the core evolutionary strategy has great impact on the solving effect of DMOPs, SSA is a new intelligent evolutionary algorithm proposed in 2019, a large amount of experiments proves that SSA has better performance on single objective optimization problems compared with other intelligent evolutionary algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (ABC), therefore, in order to improve the performance of dynamic multiobjective optimization algorithms, DMOISSA/D-P&M takes SSA as the core evolutionary strategy to solve DMOPs.
SSA divides the population with p individuals into three types: F h is the individual with the best fitness value, F a contains N fs (1 < N fs < p) individuals whose fitness value are worse than F h in order and N fs can be various according to different problems, the remaining individuals are recorded as F n . The update rules for each iteration are as follows: F h remains unchanged, individuals in F a glide towards F h , individuals in F n glide towards any randomly selected individual from F h and F a . Equation (4) is the specific description.
F is the destination of FS i ; r is a random number between 0 and 1; P dp valued 0.1 represents the predators appearance probability, there is no predator when r > P dp , FS i glides towards F, the predators appear when r ≤ P dp , FS i update the position randomly; FS Uj and FS Lj are the upper and lower bounds of the search range on every dimension; the detailed calculation of d g , G c , and Leìvy(n) are introduced in [15] .
Judge the season according to (5) and (6) after all the individuals updating their positions. Season is winter when S g c > S min and execute the next iteration directly; season is summer when S g c ≤ S min , the individuals who glide towards F a and do not encounter the predators randomly update their positions in the same way as r ≤ P dp in (4) .
g is the current iteration, G is the total iteration and D is the dimension of the individual.
III. PRINCIPLE AND PROCESS OF DMOISSA/D-P&M
DMOPs are regarded as static multiobjective problems in transient environments, different from NSGA-II which solves the multiobjective problems as a whole, MOEA/D optimizes a series divided subproblems and has higher efficiency. However, the convergence abilities of simulated binary crossover (SBX) and polynomial mutation in original MOEA/D are limited, the convergence of MOEA/D is not good enough when solving the static multiobjective problems, which is difficult to meet the high timeliness of DMOPs. In order to improve the convergence of the dynamic multiobjective optimization algorithm, take SSA as the core evolutionary strategy, revise SSA by the predicted evolutionary direction in 3.1 and the bidirectional memory population in 3. 
A. EVOLUTIONARY DIRECTION PREDICTION
In most cases of solving DMOPs, the environmental changes are detected by the changing degree of fitness values [35] - [37] , but the threshold is difficult to determine. Too large threshold reduces sensitivity to environmental changes whereas too small threshold increases the computation because the population deals with environmental changes frequently. Besides, although the adjacent environments of DMOPs are similar, there are still uncertainties changes. Sometimes the PF * s of adjacent environments may change Step 2) Time Stopping Condition: If t is up to t max , stop and output PF * s, otherwise, go to Step 3
Step 3) Generation Stopping Condition: If g is up to n t × τ t , set t = t + 1, g = 0, output PF * and go to Step 5, otherwise, go to Step 4
Step 4) Environmental Change Detection and Evolutionary Direction Judgment: Detect the environment according to 3.1 If the environment changes, judge the evolutionary direction according to Algorithm 2
Step 5) Update: Reproduce the offspring y according to Algorithm 3 Update the neighbor: y can take replace of any individual in the neighbor as long as it satisfies g te (y λ j , z * ) ≤ g te (x j λ j , z * ) Record num_alt and update the memory population Ey and Ex according to 3.2 Update the reference point z Set g = g + 1 end greatly such as the shape of PF * changes from convex to concave. The search in the new environment will be still blind if the evolutionary direction is unknown even if environmental change is detected. The population can respond to the environment more accurately and approach to the PF * in the new environment more quickly if the evolutionary direction is predicted when the environment changes. Therefore, this paper detects the environmental changes and predicts the evolutionary changes at the same time, the details are as follows.
1) DETECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
Due to the same decision vector may produces different objective vectors corresponding to different objective functions and the objective functions of DMOPs change with time, whether the environment has changed can be detected by the change of fitness values obtained by the same individual in the adjacent iterations, the details are as follows: assuming that g te ig is the subproblem corresponding to individual 
D is the dimension of FS i ; rX is the reference population and determined as follows: if g = 1, rX is the initial population, if the environment is detected to be changed at g-th iteration, rX is updated to the corresponding population of g-th iteration; sg j is the sign of mv j : compared with the j-th dimension of i-th individual in the reference population, sg j = 1 represents the value of the j-th dimension of FS i is larger; sg j = −1 represents the value of the j-th dimension of FS i is smaller; sg j = 0 represents the two corresponding values are equal, therefore, mx j is the minimum absolute difference value of the j-th dimension of FS i between the adjacent two iterations. Secondly, select N /2 individuals randomly from the current population and constitute JF, produce the judgement individuals FS i_pos and FS i_neg of FS i by (8) and (9) . Lastly, record the number of individuals which satisfy judgef ip < judgef in as forward and record the number of individuals which satisfy judgef ip > judgef in as backward. If forward > backward, more individuals are fit for evolving along the current evolutionary direction, set P = 1, modify i for each FS i remains unchanged; if forward < backward, more individuals are fit for evolving against the current evolutionary direction, set P = 1, modify i for each FS i changes to -modify i ; if forward = backward, there is no obvious evolutionary tendency of the population in the new environment and set P = 0. modify i for each FS i takes part in the evolution in the new environment when P = 1 and the specific evolutionary process will be introduced in 3.3 and Algorithm 3.
In summary, the mechanism above does not need to set threshold, besides, it not only detects the environmental change, but also predicts the evolutionary direction in the new environment. The pseudo code of evolutionary direction prediction is detailed in Algorithm 2.
B. ESTABLISHMENT AND UPDATING OF THE BIDIRECTIONAL MEMORY POPULATIONS
The changing environments of DMOPs may require the population changes the current evolutionary direction: (i) the population's evolutionary direction in the new environment is same to the previous one, due to the population has converged in the previous transient environment, if the offspring y is produced by y and its original neighbor without new evolutionary information, y will has little difference with y. It is difficult for y to replace y and its neighbor, which has no good for optimizing the corresponding subproblem and its neighbor subproblems, (ii) the population's evolutionary direction in the new environment is different to the previous one, because the population has evolved to a certain extent and has adapted to the historical environment, it is obvious that the population with poor diversity cannot produce individuals adapted to the new environment in a short time.
In order to adapt to the situations above, this
1) UPDATING PROCESS OF Ey
When the size of Ey is smaller than the upper limit T : y whose num_alt is equal to 0 enters Ey; Ey remains unchangeable if 0 < num_alt ≤ T /2; if num_alt > T /2, y replaces more than half neighbor individuals, that is, the corresponding subproblem and its neighbor subproblems are far from the optimal solutions, empty Ey in this case.
When the size of Ey is larger than the upper limit T : if num_alt of y is equal to 0, y is close to its neighbor individuals because the population has evolved to a certain extent. To ensure the population diversity, delete the memory individual with the smallest Euclidean distance from the y, y enters Ey.
2) UPDATING PROCESS OF Ex
According to the principle of MOEA/D, the subproblems corresponding to the replaced individuals evolves based on y , which will improve the convergence speed because y has better fitness value on those subproblems. In other words, y has positive impact on the evolution, the more neighbor individuals y substitutes, the greater the impact on the evolution. Reference [38] has improved that for any given objective vector F = (f 1 , . . . , f m ) and the reference point z * = (z * 1 , . . . , z * m ), λ sp in (10) is the best weight vector of F based on z * (ε is a minimal positive number valued 10 −6 to ensure the denominator is meaningful), therefore, there is a best weight vector for y based on the current reference point. If num_alt of y is larger than T /2, calculate the Euclidean distance between λ sp y and all the weight vectors in the neighborhood, the weight vector with the minimum distance is noted as λ op and the corresponding individual is noted as FS op . When the size of Ex corresponding to FS op is smaller than the upper limit T , y enters the Ex corresponding to FS op . When the size of Ex corresponding to FS op is larger than the upper limit T , considering the PS * of 
Compare the common memory mechanisms and the bidirectional memory mechanism above: due to the similar environments have similar solutions, the excellent individuals retained by the common memory mechanisms can make the population evolve towards PS * quickly when the environment changes little, but those memory individuals are not suitable for the new environment when the environment changes severely. In the new environment, according to the predicted evolutionary direction by Algorithm 2, if the population evolves along the evolutionary direction of the previous environment, the memory individuals in Ey have converged even if they are not the optimal individuals corresponding to the subproblems, which can help the population adapt to the new environment more quickly. In addition, the memory individuals in Ey are different from the ones in the current population, new evolutionary information can be introduced into the current population, which can improve the convergence speed and maintain the diversity of the population at the same time; if the population evolves against the evolutionary direction of the previous environment, the representative historical evolution information carried by Ex has a greater impact on the historical environment although they have not evolved to a certain extent. Memory individuals in Ex guide the individuals to know the evolutionary direction and adapt to environmental changes more quickly.
C. THE IMPROVED SSA COMBINED WITH MODIFICATION VEACTORS AND BIDIRECTIONAL POPULATIONS 1) MOTIVATION OF REVISING SSA
There are different requirements at different transient evolutionary stages when solving DMOPs by MOEA/D. In early stage of each transient environment, the fitness values of neighbor individuals on g te i are not good enough, due to time is limited in each transient environment, pay more attention to improve the convergence speed, which makes the population adapt to the changing environments quickly and improve the convergence of PF * . The fitness values of neighbor individuals on their corresponding subproblems will be better with the evolution progressing. However, the population have not converged to a certain extent and the individuals are not close to the optimal solutions of their corresponding subproblems even though the neighborhood subproblems are similar, therefore, the individuals distribute dispersedly and the search space should be fully developed to maintain the population diversity, which will improve the distribution of PF * in each transient environment. In the later stage of each transient environment, individuals are closer to their corresponding optimal solutions gradually. Explore the search space deeply, which will further improve the convergence of PF * if the transient environment stays long enough.
If replace the evolutionary strategy of MOEA/D by SSA directly, the requirements of SSA in different evolutionary stages are different according to the analysis above: in early evolutionary stage, the fitness values of individuals in sub_P on g te i are not good enough, it is possible for y to replace many neighbor individuals, that is, F h and F ai (i = 1, . . . , N fs ) may be the same which satisfies S g c ≤ S min obviously and the squirrel population is in summer; individuals in sub_P no longer overlap with the evolution progresses, due to the evolution is not mature, the neighbor individuals are not close to the optimal solutions of their corresponding subproblems even the neighbor subproblems are similar to each other, the distances between excellent individuals in sub_P are still large which may satisfy S g c > S min and the squirrel population is in winter; in the later stage of each transient environment, the individuals in sub_P are closer to their corresponding optimal solutions, the distances between the excellent individuals in sub_P get smaller due to the similarity the neighbor subproblems, S g c ≤ S min and the squirrel population is in summer again.
According to the analysis above, take SSA as the core evolutionary strategy, fully develop the search space when S g c > S min and the squirrel population is in winter; improve the convergence speed and deeply explore the search space when S g c ≤ S min and the squirrel population is in summer. Besides, considering that different searching methods are VOLUME 7, 2019 suitable for different problems, design two different searching methods for winter and summer respectively.
2) THE IMPROVED SSA
In the improved SSA, both winter stage and summer stage have two searching strategies: the jumping search method and the progressive search method, FS i updates its position by either of the two methods according to the distance between FS i and F h . The pseudo code of the improved SSA is showed in Algorithm 3, in particular, G in (6) represents the maximum iteration of each transient environment when solve DMOPs by SSA.
The method of how to select Fr 1 and Fr 2 and the introduction of the core evolutionary strategy are as follows:
3) THE SELECTION OF Fr1 AND Fr2 3.1 introduces that forward and backward represent the number of individuals that satisfy judgef ip < judgef in and judgef ip > judgef in in JF respectively. If judgef ip < judgef in , the positive judgement individual which evolves along the current evolutionary direction has better fitness value in the new environment, the individual would better refer to evolutionary information with high similarity to itself. If judgef ip > judgef in , the reverse judgement individual which evolves against the current evolutionary direction has better fitness value in the new environment, the individual would better refer to evolutionary information with low similarity to itself. Besides, according to 3.2, Ey retains the abandoned y whereas Ex retains the representative individuals that have great impact on the evolution. The evolutionary information in Ey and Ex has different impacts on the convergence speed and the population diversity in terms of different evolutionary direction. Therefore, in order to improve the convergence speed as well as maintain the population diversity, and avoid the bad impact of wrongly predicted evolutionary direction, different evolutionary directions, different individuals are selected from Ey and Ex as F r1 and F r2 in terms of different predicted evolutionary directions. The details are as follows.
If forward > backward, the population tends to evolve along the direction of current evolutionary direction in the new environment. It is obvious that the memory individuals in Ey is good for improving the convergence speed whereas the memory individuals in Ex is good for maintaining the population diversity. Define ry = backward forward+backward , if Ey = ∅, take the memory individual in Ey as F r1 by probability 1-ry, if Ey = ∅, in order to maintain the population diversity, F r1 is any neighbor individual different from FS i ; if Ex = ∅, take the memory individual in Ex as F r1 by probability ry, if Ex = ∅, in order to maintain the population diversity, F r1 is any neighbor individual different from FS i ;F r2 is any neighbor individual different from FS i . The larger the gap between forward and backward, the more individuals tend to evolve along the current evolutionary direction, which means the predicted evolutionary direction is more accurate, 1-ry is larger, the memory individuals in Ey participate in the 
end end if r ≤ P dp produce the new one by Fr 1 and Fr 2 through SBX end end if season == summer if r > P dp
end end if r ≤ P dp produce the new one by Fr 1 and Fr 2 through SBX end end evolution with greater probability and the population's ability to adapt to the new environment is stronger.
If forward < backward, the population tends to evolve against the direction of current evolutionary direction in the new environment. It is obvious that the memory individuals in Ex is good for improving the convergence speed whereas the memory individuals in Ey is good for maintaining the population diversity. Define rx = forward forward+backward , if Ex = ∅, take the memory individual in Ex as F r1 by probability 1-rx, if Ex = ∅, in order to maintain the population diversity, F r1 is any neighbor individual different from FS i ; if Ey = ∅, take the memory individual in Ey as F r1 by probability rx, if Ey = ∅, in order to maintain the population diversity, F r1 is any neighbor individual different from FS i ; F r2 is any neighbor individual different from FS i . The larger the gap between forward and backward, the more individuals tend to evolve against the current evolutionary direction, which means the predicted evolutionary direction is more accurate, 1-rx is larger, the memory individuals in Ex participate in the evolution with greater probability and the population's ability to adapt to the new environment is stronger.
If forward = backward, the evolutionary direction of the population has no obvious tendency, the memory populations are not fit for guiding the evolution. In order to fully develop the search space and maintain the population diversity, both of F r1 and F r2 are random neighbor individuals different from FS i , and F r1 and F r2 are different from each other. The pseudo code of how to select F r1 and F r2 is shown in Algorithm 4.
4) DEEAILS OF THE IMPROVED SSA a: WINTER SEARCHING STRATEGY WHEN S g c > S min
(1) if r > P dp , no predators occur, take the jumping search method when dist(FS i , F h ) < dist_ave and take the progressive search method when dist(FS i , F h ) ≥ dist_ave.
1) the jumping search method dist(FS i , F h ) < dist_ave means FS i is closer to F h , due to the neighbor subproblems have similar solutions in each transient environment, enhance the guidance of F h will provide better evolutionary information for neighbor subproblems, which will fully develop the search space and prove the convergence speed at the same time. Therefore, FS i gilds towards F h by (11) .
It can be seen in (11) that FS i glides only towards F h , enhance the guidance of F h and improve the convergence speed. Besides, according to the standard SSA, if FS i = F h , F h will remain unchangeable and the optimization may stagnate. Equation (11) takes the difference vector of Fr 1 and FS i as disturbance vector to maintain the population diversity and uses the predicted evolutionary direction and the memory individuals (if Ey = ∅ or Ex = ∅) to guide the evolution, which improves the convergence speed and the distribution of PF * in limited time. Furthermore, the modification vector modify i takes part in the evolution when forward = backward, modification vector represents the changing tendency of each individual on each dimension, which will make the evolution more directional and converges towards PF * more quickly. The evolution has no relation to modify i when forward = backward because the evolutionary direction has no obvious tendency. In summary, according to the jumping search method in winter, FS i evolves and develops the search space based on itself to maintain the population diversity, gliding only towards F h and the introduction of memory individuals and modify i improves the convergence speed, which is suitable for the high timeliness of DMOPs.
2) the progressive search method dist(FS i , F h ) ≥ dist_ave means FS i is far away from F h . Besides, the neighbor subproblems are similar to each other, solutions of g te i and its neighbor may fall into local optimal with single search method, the search space needs deep exploration. The progressive search method in winter selects r d dimensions by (12) , the k-th selected dimension mutates by (13) .
According to (13) : the progressive search method in winter selects several dimensions of FS i and explores the search space around the selected dimensions, the introduction of modify i makes the evolution more directional, maintains the population diversity and prove the convergence speed as well.
(2) if r ≤ P dp , FS i is considered to be dead, select two individuals Fr 1 and Fr 2 randomly and produce a new one by SBX.
b: SUMMER SEARCHING STRATEGY WHEN S g c ≤ S min
1) the jumping search method There are two probable cases when dist(FS i , F h ) < dist_ave, one is the excellent individuals overlap because y can replace more individuals at the beginning of optimization, which should improve the convergence speed; the other is the evolution is close to maturity and every individual has closed to its corresponding optimal solution, neighbor individuals are close to each other due to the neighbor subproblems have similar solutions, which should explore the search space deeply. Therefore, FS i gilds according to (14) .
FS i evolves based on F h guarantees the convergence speed at the start of the new transient environment coming and deeply explores search space after sub_P has converged to an extent. The memory individuals and modification vectors further improve the convergence speed, the difference vector of FS i and F h , the difference vector of Fr 1 and FS i when Ey = ∅ or Ex = ∅ are disturbance vectors used to maintain the population diversity.
2) the progressive search method When dist(FS i , F h ) ≥ dist_ave in each transient environment, in order to improve the convergence speed in early stage and maintain the population diversity in later stage, the progressive search method in summer selects r d dimensions by (12) , the k-th selected dimension mutates according to (15) .
According to (15) , FS i mutates r d dimensions based on F h improves the convergence speed in the early stages of environmental changes, besides, when the sub_P has converges to an extent, the progressive method enhances the communication with F h and responds to the environmental changes by memory individual, which maintains the population diversity and deeply explore the search space.
Comparing (13) and (15), (13) mutates based on FS i whereas (15) mutates based on F h , (13) develops the search space but pays more attention on retaining the evolutionary information, (15) maintains the population diversity but pays more attention to deeply explore the search space around F h .
In summary, the improved SSA combines the predicted evolutionary direction in 3.1 and the memory individuals retained in 3.2, the population can adapt and respond to varying degrees of environmental changes quickly, which improves the solving efficiency and the convergence of PF * in each transient environment; besides, according to the principle of MOEA/D, different search strategies of SSA are designed for different evolutionary stages, which maintains the population diversity, proves the convergence speed and improves the distribution of PF * in each transient environment. For the static multiobjective optimization algorithm, the performances are usually evaluated by Generational Distance (GD), spacing (SP) and Inverted Generational Distance (IGD) [41] , GD measures the convergence, SP measures the distribution, IGD measures the convergence and distribution comprehensively. GD, SP, and IGD are calculated by (16) - (18) .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

GD(P, P
P is the obtained Pareto Front, P * is the set of uniform sampling points on ideal Pareto Front, d (p i , P * ) is the minimum Euclidean distance between p i andP * , | P| is the size of P. The smaller GD means the better convergence of the obtained Pareto Front.
The meanings of P and |P| are the same to (16) 
IGD(P
The meanings of P and P * are the same to (16), d(p * i , P) is the minimum Euclidean distance between p * i and P, |p * | is the size of P * . The smaller IGD means the better convergence and distribution of the obtained Pareto Front. As for DMOPs, the performances are measured by the mean value of GD, SP, and IGD at all transient environments and note them as GD, SP, and IGD [42] . For all the algorithms, the setting of weight vectors is the same as [43] , the size of neighborhood T = 20, the maximum number of environmental changes t max = 120, distribution index mu = 2, crossover probability p c = 1, mutation probability p m = 1. In order to avoid the occasionality caused by single experiment, each algorithm runs 30 times independently on each test function.
C. PERFORMANCE OF ALGORITHMS ON DIFFERENT TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTS
For all the test functions in 4.1, the environment is decided by severity n t and the frequency τ t . Change n t and τ t to measure the performances of algorithms on different types of environments, record the average and the standard deviation of GD and SP, the details are in TABLE 1 and TABLE 2 , the numbers before ''/'' are the average value and the numbers after ''/'' are the standard deviations.
According to TABLE 1: DMOISSA/D-P&M has the minimum GD on all five types of environments, which means DMOISSA/D-P&M has obvious advantages compared with other three algorithms. dMOP1 has the minimum difficulty to optimize because its PS * remains unchangeable, therefore, the GD values of dMOP1 are generally better than other test functions. When n t is unchangeable, the frequency is lower with larger τ t , that is, each transient environment lasts for longer time, in addition to the convergence on FDA4 of DMOISSA/D-P&M, all the algorithms have better convergence on all the test functions. When τ t is unchangeable, the environment changes more gently with larger n t , that is, the change of each transient environment is smaller, all the algorithms have better convergence on all the test functions. Besides, for each test function, DMOISSA/D-P&M has greater gaps with other three algorithms when τ t is smaller and n t is unchangeable or n t is smaller and τ t is unchangeable, in other words, DMOISSA/D-P&M will have more obvious the advantages if the environment changes more severely. With the decrease of frequency and severity of environmental change, test functions with two objectives have better convergence, but the convergence of functions with three objectives has no obvious improvement due to the greater difficulty of solving the three objective test functions.
According to TABLE 2: in terms of two-objective functions, DMOISSA/D-P&M has minimum SP compared with other three algorithms on all the five types of environments, which means DMOISSA/D-P&M has obvious better distribution on two objective functions; as for three objective function FDA4, DMOISSA/D-P&M has minimum SP when (n t , τ t ) is (5,15), (10, 10) , and (15, 15) , dMOEA/D-DI has minimum SP when (n t , τ t ) is (10, 15) and (10, 20) ; as for three-objective function FDA5, DMOISSA/D-P&M has worse SP on all the five types of environments, OPMOEAD has minimum SP when (n t , τ t ) is (10,10) and (15, 15) , dMOEA/D-DI has minimum SP when (n t , τ t ) is (5, 15) and (10, 15) , dMOEA/D-STM has minimum SP when (n t , τ t ) is (10, 20) . In summary, DMOISSA/D-P&M has no obvious improvements on distribution of three objective functions. It is similar to the experimental result of GD that the SP values of dMOP1 are generally better than other test functions. When n t is unchangeable, DMOISSA/D-P&M and dMOEA/D-STM have better distribution on FDA1, FDA4, dMOP1, and dMOP2 with larger τ t , OPMOEAD has better distribution on FDA1, modified FDA3, dMOP1, and dMOP2 with larger τ t , dMOEA/D-DI has better distribution on all the functions with larger τ t except for FDA5; when τ t is unchangeable, DMOISSA/D-P&M and dMOEA/D-DI have better distribution on FDA1, dMOP1, and dMOP2 with larger n t , OPMOEAD has better distribution on FDA4 and dMOP1 with larger n t , dMOEA/D-STM has better distribution on FDA1, FDA4, dMOP1, and dMOP2 with larger n t . In summary, all the algorithms have generally better distribution with the decrease of frequency and severity of environmental change.
In order to further analyze the performances of the algorithms, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are the box plots of GD and SP obtained by each algorithm on each test function in 30 experiments when (n t , τ t ) is (5, 15) .
According to Fig. 2 : compared with other three algorithms in terms of convergence, the stability of DMOISSA/D-P&M has obvious advantages on FDA1, FDA4, FDA5, and dMOP2, although DMOISSA/D-P&M has abnormal values in 30 experiments for the modified FDA3 and dMOP1, the stability of DMOISSA/D-P&M is still good enough DMOPs, the obtained PF * s have certain advantages on distribution and stability.
In order to compare the algorithms intuitively, Fig. 4 is ideal PF * s and the PF * s obtained by each algorithm when (n t , τ t ) is (10, 15) , t max is10 and sampling frequency is 0. ideal PF * s. In conclusion, when DMOISSA/D-P&M solves DMOPs, the obtained PF * s have obvious advantages on convergence and distribution compared with other three algorithms.
D. COMPARISON OF ENVIRONMENTAL ADAPTABILITY
GD and SP are the reflection of the final optimization effect of the algorithm every time a transient environment ends because they are the average of GD and SP at the end of each transient environment, however, it is not possible to evaluate the adaptability at the beginning of each new environment and the change of PF * s during each transient environment. Since IGD reflects the convergence and distribution at the same time, if calculate the IGD in a fixed frequency less than one environmental cycle, the adaptability of algorithms can be compared and the evolution in each transient environment can be tracked. Besides, due to every algorithm uses the historical information to guide the evolution in the new environment, τ t should be larger to reduce the differences of the algorithms when a new environment comes, which makes the population converge to a certain extent at the end of each transient environment and evolve in the new environment based on better evolutionary information. Fig. 5 is the IGD curves of each algorithms on each function when (n t , τ t ) is (10, 20) , t max is10 and sampling frequency is 0. soon as the environment changes, and DMOISSA/D-P&M has the most stable performance on solving DMOPs.
V. CONCLUSION
The proposed algorithm is a case of solving DMOPs by the new intelligence evolutionary algorithm and the multiobjcetive framework. The most important thing is the integration of the core evolutionary strategy SSA and the multiobjcetive framework MOEA/D, which is supposed to combine the characteristics of the them and make targeted improvements, rather than superpose the two simply. Furthermore, the prediction mechanism in 3.1 and memory mechanism in 3.2 are proposed based on the consideration of the environmental changes and the principle of MOEA/D at the same time, both of them are taken as the improvements of SSA in 3.3, the revisions of SSA are designed to meet the different evolutionary requirements of MOEA/D as well. Therefore, all parts of the proposed algorithm are interrelated, which proves that solving DMOPs by evolutionary algorithms is the fusion rather than superposition of algorithms. Besides, dynamic multiobjective algorithms also can apply to practical problems such as scheduling problems, resource management problems, routing problems, control problems and the wireless communication, which is taken as the future study of dynamic multiobjective algorithms. 
